Fresh but Hearty!
On their debut-album “Insidious Black Sea” IRON WALRUS present themselves as an incarnated Doom-/Sludge-/Noise-/Rock-Monster that can’t and doesn’t want deny its musical fosterfathers ST. VITUS, UNSANE, EYEHATEGOD, GOATSNAKE, HELMET and QUICKSAND. But
at the same time the band shows proof that music “that raises hell” not necessarily has to originate from America or Scandinavia. Brutal riffing, banging bass-hooks, driving drums and aggressive shouting – that is IRON WALRUS.
Only started in May 2013 and consisting of current members of DAMPFMASCHINE, BROTHER LOVE KAIN, AGGRESSIVE AGE, ATOMIC PEAT, PANZERHÖLLE, it was not the plan of
the young team of old professionals to approach things in a calm and relaxed way. After just a
short time, two demos appeared on Reverbnation, getting a considerable amount of clicks and
when the band shared the stage with TORCHE and BIOHAZARD on their first show, it had
everything except a small and intimate atmosphere.
In October 2013 IRON WALRUS had already enough songs written and arranged to be able to
enter the studio with Robin Völkert (DEAN DIRG, UNION OF SLEEP, THE NOW DENIAL) and
record “Insidious Black Sea”. A couple of weeks and one album-recording later in November,
the band was back on stage with PENTAGRAM and UNION OF SLEEP to play a couple of
shows.
It doesn’t have to be mentioned that such a racy and confident appearance remains hidden for
long and so it’s no wonder that M.A.D. Tourbooking (NAPALM DEATH, CROWBAR, SICK OF
IT ALL), a reliable partner for the live-sector, was as quickly found as the established label
Redfield Records.
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Tracklist:
1. Sleep
2. Get Murdered
3. Erdbeermund
4. Minds
5. You
6. Missing Times
7. Heat
Produktion, Mix & Mastering:
Robin Völkert
Design:
Boris Hahn (Art, Commercial)

On this fundament, the story of IRON WALRUS can be continued in 2014, like it has begun in
2013: The debut-album “Insidious Black Sea” will be released on April 11 and shows with
CROWBAR are booked along with an appearance on the legendary Rotormania Festival. No
one should miss this, because you can be assured: “Everyone who has seen us live, definitely
left the show with a diabolical smile on his face.”
We’re looking forward to a “sick-nasty” 2014!

SHOWS
21.02. Berlin - Tiefgrund (+ Atomic Peat)
22.02. Eisenberg - Slaughterhouse (+ Atomic Peat)
15.04. Osnabrück - Bastard Club (+ Crowbar)
14.06. Lobbese/Winterberg - Rotormania Festival
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LINKS
www.facebook.com/ironwalrus666
www.reverbnation.com/ironwalrus
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